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This paper describes an adaptive routing method called real-time network routing (RTNR), which 
implements new class-of-service routing capabilities for dynamic networks, and the results of analysis and 
simulation studies for such networks. RTNR provides the platform for the dynamic class-of-service routing 
features which are used for emerging new services, and also provides a multiple ingress/egress routing 
arrangement to ensure reliability and flexibility for international and access networks. With RTNR switches 
have a simple way of exchanging trunk group status information, and thereby determining the availability 
and load conditions of the direct and all two-link paths to the destination. Trunk busy-idle status is 
exchanged between the network nodes using a bit-map data exchange through the Common Channel 
Signalling (CCS) network, and calls are set up where there is the most available capacity in the network. 
Traffic status for each class-of-service is continually monitored by switches and used to dynamically allocate 
link bandwidth . Classes-of-service freely share link bandwidth when there is sufficient idle capacity, but 
bandwidth is reserved for a particular class-of-service when needed to meet performance objectives. A full
scale network model is used to simulate dynamic nonhierarchical routing (DNHR) and RTNR for a variety of 
traffic conditions including high-day traffic, peak day traffic, and network failure scenarios . We find that 
RTNR improves network performance under all conditions by lowering blocking and call set up delay, 
especially under failure situations when RTNR provides network-wide path selection and immediate 
adaptation to the failure, that it simplifies the operations environment and lowers operations cost, that it 
simplifies routing data structures and their administration, that it enables the sharing of voice and data 
network capacity in the deployment of ISDN, and that it provides a possible flexible routing direction for the 
Worldwide Dynamic Network. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we analyze a new real-time network routing 
(RTNR) concept for future dynamic class-of-service networks, 
which provide connections for voice, data, and wideband 
services on a shared transport network . These connections are 
distinguished by resource requirements, traffic characteristics, 
and design performance objectives. Class-of-service routing 
allows independent control, by class-of-service, of service 
specific performance objectives, routing rules/constraints, and 
traffic data collection . Class-of-service routing allows the 
definition of virtual networks by class-of-service. Each virtual 
network is allotted a predetermined amount of the total 
network bandwidth . This bandwidth can be shared with other 
classes-of-service, but is protected under conditions of network 
overload or stress. With RTNR, the originating switch first 
tries the direct route, and if available, sets up the call on a 
direct trunk to the terminating switch. If a direct trunk is not 
available, the originating switch tries to find an available two
link path by first querying the terminating switch through the 
common channel signalling (CCS) network for the busy-idle 
status of all trunk groups connected to the terminating switch. 
The originating switch then compares its own trunk group 
busy-idle status information to that received from the 
terminating switch, in order to find the least loaded two-link 
path to route the call over. Three motivations for developing 
the new RTNR routing strategy are a) supporting multiple 
cluses-of-service on a dynamic class-of-service network, b) 
moving towards a robust routing strategy for self-healing 
networks, and c) simplifying operations support functions . 
These motivations are now briefly discussed. 

It is desirable to introduce new services using dynamic routing, 
which is the routing strategy of choice for new services in the 
future. These services include 64 kbps, 384 kbps, and 1536 
kbps switched digital services, international switched transit 
service, priority routing services, ISUP preferred service, global 
software defined network, and others . Such needs have led to 
the concept of dynamic class-of-service routing for 
telecommunications networks, in which individual voice and 
data services utilize dynamic routing and share network 
bandwidth. There clearly is benefit in developing a robust 
routing strategy for self-healing networks [1]. A self-healing 
network is one which responds in near real-time to a network 
failure, and continues to provide connections to customers with 
essentially no perceived interruption of service. Here adaptive 
routing shifts bandwidth rapidly among node pairs and services, 
and provides facility diverse routing as well as multiple 
ingress/egress routing to help respond to link and node failures. 
Facility diverse routing allows selection of diverse traffic paths 
through the transmission network, and multiple ingress/egress 
routing allows selection of diverse traffic paths into and out of 
the switching network. There is need to simplify the 
operational environment since operations costs are significant 
and sometimes dominate capital costs. There is motivation to 
develop an efficient decentralized routing strategy which 
minimizes the need for centralized operations support, as a 
basic flexible routing strategy for the Worldwide Dynamic 
Network [1] . As demonstrated in this paper, these needs are 
met by the RTNR strategy Cor dynamic class-oC-service 
networks. 
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In Section 2 we review alternative real-time routing methods, in 
Section 3 we describe RTNR for dynamic class-of-service 
networks, in Section 4 we describe the simulation model and 
results, and in Section 5 we present a summary and conclusion . 

2. REVIEW OF ALTERNATIVE REAL-TIME ROUTING 
METHODS 

A number of routing methods have been proposed which make 
real-time routing decisions. These include real-time routing 
within dynamic nonhierarchical routing (DNHR), DNHR-based 
trunk status map routing, dynamically controlled routing, and 
dynamic alternative routing. DNHR [2,3,4] uses a hybrid time 
varying and real-time routing system to respond to network 
load variations, and incorporates one and two-link path routing 
between originating and terminating switches. Time varying 
routing allows pre-specified routing patterns to change as 
frequently as every hour to respond to expected traffic patterns, 
and supplementary real-time routing, which searches for idle 
capacity on a call-by-call basis, if needed . The real-time routing 
method appends to each sequence of two-link paths engineered 
by the DNHR design algorithm [2] to meet the expected load, 
several additional two-link (real-time) paths to be used only 
when idle capacity is available. Dynamic trunk reservation is 
used to recognize idle network capacity on real-time paths. 
Access to trunks on a particular trunk group is allowed only 
when a specified number of trunks - the reservation level - is 
available, which guarantees minimal interference with 
engineered traffic . A Network Management Operations System 
(NEMOS), under conditions of network stress, is capable of 
generating up to seven additional paths to append to the 14 
pre-planned DNHR engineered and real-time paths generated by 
the design . Network blocking performance is improved by both 
real-time routing and NEMOS reroutes under a variety of 
overload and failure conditions as demonstrated by network 
simulation studies [3] and network performance measurements 
[4]. 

Trunk status map routing (TSMR) is a proposed extension of 
the DNHR concept to a centralized trunk status map (TSM), 
which provides real-time routing decisions in the DNHR 
network [5] . The TSM concept involves having an update of 
the number of idle trunks in each DNHR trunk group sent to a 
network data base every T seconds. In return, the TSM 
periodically sends the switches ordered routing sequences to be 
used until the next update in T seconds. These routing 
decisions are determined by the TSM every T seconds using the 
TSMR dynamic routing strategy. Dynamically controlled 
routing (DCR), a routing system developed by Bell Northern 
Research, also uses a central processor to track the busy-idle 
status of network trunks and determine the best alternate route 
choices based on status data every 15 seconds [6-8]. DCR is a 
feature of Northern Telecom s dynamic network controller 
system [6], and is planned for the Trans Canadian network [7] . 
Dynamic alternative routing (DAR) was developed by British 
Telecom and uses a simple decentralized learning approach to 
adaptive routing [9,10] . When the direct trunk group is busy, 
the alternate two-link path last successfully used is used once 
again for the next call overflo from the direct trunk group. If 
the alternate path is busy the call is blocked and a new 
alternate path is selected at random. DAR is planned for the 
British Telecom network. 

In comparison to these methods, RTNR has the advantage of 
being a simple decentralized strategy that attains or surpasses 
the performance gains demonstrated for the above approaches, 
but does not need the development of a central controller. It 
also avoids the risks associated with a central processor 
controlling the routing of the entire network. Hence RTNR is a 
powerful and promising strategy on which to build dynamic 
class-of-service networks. 

9. DESCRIPTION OF RTNR FOR DYNAMIC CLASS-OF
SERVICE NETWORKS 

As described in the introduction, switches using RTNR first 
select the direct trunk group between the originating switch, 
denoted here as OS;. and the terminating switch, denoted here 
as TSk • When no direct trunks are available, the originating 
switch checks the availability and load conditions of all of the 
two-link paths to TSk on a per call basis. If any of these two
link paths are available, the call is set up over the least loaded 
two-link path. Traffic loads are dynamically balanced across 
trunks throughout the network to maximize the call throughput 
of the network. 

9.1 Exchanging Network Status Bit Maps 

As illustrated in Figure 1, an available two-link path from OS; 
to TSk goes through a via switch to whicli both OS; and TSk 

have idle trunks, that is, neither link is busy. An available 
two-link path is considered to be lightly loaded if the number of 
idle trunks on both links a threshold level. In order to 
determine all of the switches in the network which satisfy this 
criterion, the originating switch sends a message to TSk over the 
CCS network, requesting TSk to send a list of the switches to 
which it has lightly loaded trunk groups. Upon receiving this 
list of switches from TSk , the originating switch compares this 
list with its own list of switches to which it has lightly loaded 
trunk groups. Any switch that appears in both lists currently 
has lightly loaded trunk groups to both OS; and TSk , and 
therefore can be used as the via switch for a two-link connection 
for this call. In Figure 1 there are two lightly loaded paths 
found between OS; and TS/t. 

~ 
LL .. UGHTL Y LOADED 
HL .. HEAVILY LOADED 

FIGURE 1. DETERMINING LEAST LOADED PATHS 

The switch identifiers used in the switch list sent by TSk must 
be recognized by the originating switch. Each switch in the 
network is assigned a unique network switch number (NSN)i 
these NSNs are used as switch identifiers. In the example 
depicted in Figure 1, there are five switches in a network which 
have been arbitrarily assigned NSNs. With these NSN 
assignments, a list of switches can be represented by a bit map 
that has a i-bit entry for each NSN in the network. In Figure 
1, a "I" entry is made in the bit map for each NSN having a 
lightly loaded trunk group to TS/t. OSj also maintains its own 
bit map listing each NSN having a lightly loaded trunk group 
to OSj. Using bit maps makes it very easy and efficient for the 
originating switch to find all lightly loaded two-link paths. The 
originating switch simply ANDs the bit map it receives from 
TSk , which lists all of the lightly loaded trunk groups out of 
TSk , with its own bit map to produce a new bit map which 
identifies all the via switches with lightly loaded trunk groups 
to both OS; and TSk • Bit maps also are a very compact way to 
store a list of switches . This is an important consideration since 
the list is sent in a CCS message. In the simplest case, only 16 
bytes of data are needed for a network with 128 switches. 



Since some of the available two-link paths may not provide 
good voice transmission quality, network administrators can 
restrict path selection to the two-link paths which provide good 
transmission quality through use of another bit map, the 
allowed via switch list, which specifies the acceptable via 
switches from OS,. to TS/t. As illustrated in Figure 1, ANDing 
this bit map with the bit map containing the via switches of all 
of the available two-link paths removes the via switches of 
paths with unacceptable transmission quality. When two or 
more available paths have the same load status, as in Figure 1 
where two lightly loaded paths are found, the originating switch 
randomly picks one of these paths to use for the call. To pick a 
path for this particular call to TS/t, the originating switch starts 
a circular search through the bit map list of paths with the 
same load status, beginning with the entry immediately 
following the via switch it last used for a call to TS". 

Requesting trunk status on a per call basis ensures that the 
current network conditions are known for selecting a two-link 
path for the call. However, sending a request message and 
waiting for the response adds to the set up time for the call. 
This additional call set up delay can be avoided. When the 
originating switch does not find any available direct trunks to 
TS/t, it requests the current list of switches to which TS" has 
idle trunks. Rather than waiting for a response from TS" to set 
up the call, the originating switch can select a two-link path 
using the most recently received status response from TS" . 
When the new status response is received, the originating 
switch stores it away for use the next time it needs to select a 
two-link path to TS/t . Since the status of the idle trunks is not 
as current using this method, the two-link path selected has a 
greater probability of being blocked. When this happens, the 
via switch uses a CCS crank back message to return the call to 
the originating switch . The originating switch must then wait 
for the status response from TS/t, and pick a new via switch for 
the call using this up-to-date information. With these methods, 
RTNR uniformly and substantially reduces call set up delay in 
comparison to other dynamic routing strategies. 

9.2 Determining Trunk Group Load State8 

In order to dynamically balance traffic loads across the network, 
it is necessary to know the actual load conditions of trunk 
groups throughout the network, and use two-link paths that 
have the least loaded trunk groups. RTNR uses six discrete load 
states for trunk groups; lightly loaded 1 (LLl), LL2, LL3, 
heavily loaded (HL), reserved, and all busy . The number of idle 
trunks in a group is compared with the load state thresholds for 
the trunk group to determine the load condition of the trunk 
group. This determination is made every time a trunk in the 
group is either seized or released. The terminating switch 
identifies both the switches to which it has idle trunks, and the 
load condition of the trunk groups to each of these switches, in 
the reply message sent to the originating switch. The 
terminating switch does this by sending multiple bit map lists 
in this reply message; a bit map list of the switches to which it 
has a LL1 trunk group, a bit map list of the switches to which 
it has a LL2 (or less loaded) trunk group, etc . The originating 
switch maintains similar bit map lists of the switches to which 
it has idle trunks, ordered by the load condition of the trunk 
groups to these switches. The originating switch first compares 
the list of switches to which it has a LL1 trunk group with the 
list of switches to which the terminating switch has a LL1 trunk 
group to determine if any switch appears in both lists. If not, 
the originating switch successively compares the other load 
status lists to find the via switch with the least loaded available 
trunk groups. 

In a dynamic class-of-service network, calls for a particular 
class-oC-service are assumed to consume an average bandwidth 
equal to ri, using a single unit of capacity denoted as one 
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virtual trunk (VT) . For example, each VT would have ri equal 
to 64 kbps of bandwidth for voice calls or 64 kbps switched 
digital service calls, ri equal to 384 kbps of bandwidth for 384 
kbps switched digital service calls, and would have ri equal to 
1536 kbps of bandwidth for each 1536 switched digital service 
call. The load state thresholds used for a particular trunk 
group are based on the current estimates of four quantities 
maintained by switch OSj, for each class-of-service i and for 
each switch TS,,: 

1. the current number of calls-in-progress, GIP~, which is the 
number of active calls from OS,. to TS/t for a particular 
class-of-service i. Calls-in-progress is measured on-line by 
the switch and includes calls completed on both direct and 
two-link connections. 

2. the current node-to-node blocking level, NM, which is the 
rate of blocking for calls from OS,. to TS" for a particular 
class-of-service i. Blocking level is estimated on-line by 
the switch. 

3. the offered traffic load, TL~, to each of the other switches 
in the network . This approximation is based on the 
number of calls-in-progress GIP~ and the blocking rate 
NM to each switch, measured over the last several 
minutes. 

4. VTtraJi. which is the number of virtual trunks required to 
meet the grade-of-service (GOS i ) objective for the current 
offered traffic load TL~ from OS,. to TS/t for a particular 
class-of-service i. VTtraJ}. is estimated on-line by the 
switch and can exceed the total number of direct trunks 
between OS,. and TS/t; this condition means that trunks 
from two-link alternate paths are needed to meet the 
GOS i objective for the current offered traffic load. 

The load state thresholds for the lightly loaded and heavily 
loaded states are set to fixed percentages of the VTtraJ}. 
estimate. As such, the load state thresholds rise as the VTtraJ}. 
estimate to that switch increases. Higher load state thresholds 
reduce the chances that the group is used for two-link 
connections for calls to or from other switches; this enables the 
group to carry more direct traffic and therefore better handle 
the call load between the switches connected by the group. The 
reserved state threshold is based on the reservation level R~ 
calculated on each trunk group, which in turn is based on the 
blocking level NNi, as follows 

TABLE 1. TRUNK GROUP RESERVATION LEVEL 

NN'JtBlk. Reservation R'Jt 
Threshold Level (VTs) 

[0,.01] 0 0 
(.01,.05] 1 .05 X VTtraJ}. 
(.05,.15] 2 .1 X VTtraJ}. 
(.15,.5] 3 .15 X VTtraJ}. 
(.5,1] 4 .2 X VTtraJ}. 

If the number blocked calls to TS/t exceeds the NM threshold, 
which is computed each periodic update interval, then the 
switch immediately triggers that next level of trunk reservation. 
For example, if the current trunk reservation level is level 0, as 
given in Table 1, and if the number of blocked calls reaches the 
number needed Cor trunk reservation level 1, then hivel 1 is 
triggered immediately. In this way reservation protection is 
applied immediately following a load surge or facility failure, 
which greatly aids in improving the switch and network 
response to load variation and failure. 
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Then the reserved virtual trunks RtraA are at most Rt as 
defined above, and are bounded above by VTtraA - OIP~, as 
follows 

RtraA = min[R~, max(O, VTtraA - OI~)J 

Figure 2 summarizes the above mechanis~s for RT~ t~unk 
reservation. (The significance of the VTeng~ variables m Flgure 
2 is discussed in Section 3.4). Each switch continuously checks 
the blocking rate for call attempts to each of the other switche~ 
in the network. If the originating switch finds that the GOS' 
objective for its call attempts to TS. is not met, where the 
GOSi objective is taken as .01 for illustration in Figure 2, the 
originating switch sets RtraA. As shown in Figure 2, the higher 
the node-to-node blocking, the greater is the number of trunks 
reserved RtraA for direct traffic versus alternate .routed traffic . 
RtraA is set to the difference between the VTtraf. estimate and 
the current number of calls-in-progress OIP~ to TS., with an 
upper bound equal to Rt given in Table 1. This difference is 
the number of additional calls from the originating switch t~ 
TS. that need to be completed to reach the ~urrent VTtra.fk 
estimate. The originating switch adjusts Rtraf. as the number 
of completed calls to TS. (OIP~) changes. Every time the 
originating switch completes a new call attempt to TS., either 
over the direct trunk group or a two-link path , the originating 
switch checks to see whether the reserved state threshold 
should be decremented for the trunk group to TS • . Likewise, 
when a call to TS. disconnects, the originating switch checks to 
see if the RtraA threshold should be incremented. By following 
these actions, the originating switch turns the reservation 
control for this trunk group off and on as the number of calls
in-progress to TS. oscillates around the VTtraA estimate . 

NO. Of __ TKS. RES. FOR DIRECT TRAF. FOR ALL CLASSES· OF · SERVICE (Rlr'I~) 

D~~~~!J:~' ___ TKS. RES. FOR DIRECT TRAF. FOR CLASS·OF · SERVICE I (R.ng~) 

.2 VTlr.f~ b--""-=-~-~",=---...-B--L~O-::-C--KI--NG~NN--::-· E ... (:-:.S .... ":"'1.:-) ~~ 
. 15 VTlr.f~ - - - - - -, BLOCKING NN: E (. 15 • . 5) "-

. IVTlraf~ -------" ... BLOCKINGNN~ E ( .OI •. IS) "-

.05 VTlr.f~ - - - - - - - - -'J BLOCKING NN~ ~ (0 •• 01) "\J 

VT.nll~ VTlraf~ 

CALLS · IN·PROGRESS (CIP ~ ) 

FIGURE 2. OPERATION OF RTNR TRUNK RESERVATION 

To derive trunk group load states, each switch OS,. determines 
the total bandwidth BWtrafl, needed to meet the combined 
traffic load from OS,. to TS" for all N classes-of-service, as 
follows 

N 
BWtraf" = E VTtraA X rj 

i-I 

Also switch OS,. determines the total reserved bandwidth for N 
classes-of-service , as follows 

N 

RBWtrafl, = E RtraA X rj 

i-I 

If the idle link bandwidth for the trunk group from OS,. to TS" 
is ILBW., then the trunk group load states are given as follows 

TABLE 2. TRUNK GROUP LOAD STATES 

Idle Link Bandwidth State 

1LBWk < r i busy 
ri ~ 1LBWk ~ RBWtrIJIk reserved 

RBWtrIJIk < 1LBWk ~ .05X BWtrIJIk + RBWtrIJ/k HL 
.05XBWtrIJ/k + RBWtrIJ/k < 1LBWk ~ .1XBWtrIJIk + RBWtrIJ/k LL3 
.1XBWtrIJIk + RBWtrIJ/k < 1LBWk ~ .2XBWtrIJIk + RBWtrIJIk LL2 

.2X BWlrlJ/k + RBWlrlJ1k < 1LBWk LLl 

Therefore the reservation level and state boundary thresholds 
are proportional to the estimated offered-traffic-Ioad level, 
which means that the number of trunks reserved and the 
number of idle trunks required to constitute a lightly loaded 
trunk group rises and falls with the traffic load, as intuitively it 
should. Under normal non-blocking network conditions, all 
classes-of-service fully share all available capacity. As discussed 
above when blocking occurs for class-of-service i, RTNR trunk 
reserv'ation is activated to prohibit alternate routed traffic from 
seizing direct link capacity designed for class-of-service i. This 
is accomplished by setting the reserved state threshold equal to 
the total bandwidth of trunks reserved, RBWtrafl" for this 
group, and placing the group in the reserved state when the 
number of idle trunks in the group is less than this reserved 
state threshold. As trunks in the group become idle when old 
calls disconnect, the trunks are reserved for new call attempts 
between the originating switch and TS" . The lightly loaded and 
heavily loaded state thresholds for the group are adjusted 
upward from their base values by the amount of the reserved 
state threshold as given in Table 2. Once the originating switch 
finds that the GOS i objective for its call attempts to TS. is 
again being met, the reserved state threshold for the trunk 
group between these two switches is reset to zero, and the 
lightly loaded and heavily loaded state thresholds are adjusted 
accordingly. 

9.9 Allocating Traffic to Direct and Two-Link Via Path8 

The rules for selecting direct and two-link via paths for a call 
are depicted in the following table: 

TABLE 3. RTNR PATH SELECTION 

Path State Selection Order 

Direct 1 
Via Lightly Loaded 1 2 
Via Lightly Loaded 2 3 
Via Lightly Loaded 3 4 
Via Heavily Loaded 5 (Controlled use) 

Via Reserved 6 (Controlled use) 

The path selection is governed ~y the ·availability of dir~ct 
trunks total office blocking TO~·, and node-to-node blockmg 
NN}, . The path sequence consists of the direct path, if it exists, 
lightly loaded 1 via paths, lightly loaded 2 via paths, light~y 
loaded 3 via paths, heavily loaded via paths, and reserved Vla 
paths. Two thresholds, Dh/~ and Dr~, are defined which gove~n 
the "controlled use" of the heavily loaded and reserved Vla 
paths, as follows. If 

OIP~ < DhI~ X VTtraA 

then calls to TS. for class-of-service i can be routed using 
heavily loaded via paths. Also if 

OIP~ < Dr~ X VTtraA 

then calls to TS. for class-of-service i can use reserved via 
paths. Hence the factors Dh/~ and Dr~ are factors controlling 
the depth of selection for a via path on a given call. 



In general, greater path selection depth is allowed if blocking is 
detected to TS", since more alternate route choices serves to 
reduce the blocking to TS". This greater selection depth is 
inhibited, however, if the total office blocking reaches a high 
level, indicating that a general overload condition obtains, in 
which case it is more advantageous to reduce alternate routing. 
Also, iC there are no direct trunks or the node-to-node traffic is 
small, say with VTtra/" less than 15 YTs, then the selection 
depth again is increased since trunk reservation becomes 
ineCCective or even impossible, and greater dependence on 
alternate routing is needed to meet network blocking objectives. 
The use of heavily loaded and reserved trunk groups for two
link connections is relaxed for calls between two switches which 
are not connected by a direct trunk group, or when the trunk 
group capacity is greatly reduced by a network failure event 
such as a fiber cut. In this manner the blocking performance 
can be controlled by the depth of access to via paths in the 
heavily loaded and reserved state. 

The above mechanisms are illustrated in Figure 3, where we 
focus on the controlled use of heavily loaded paths. The 
objective of accessing heavily loaded via paths is to increase the 
call completions from the originating switch to TS" such that 
the required trunk capacity VTtra/" needed to meet the GaS; 
objective is provided . As shown in Figure 3, lightly loaded 
RTNR paths can always be selected. However, heavily loaded 
RT~R paths are selected only under the conditions that a) a 
NM blocking rate in excess of the GaS; objective of .01 is 
detected, and b) the calls-in-progress GIP1 is less than VTtra/". 
When calls-in-progress GIP1 exceeds VTtra/", then heavily 
loaded paths should not be required to meet the Gas; 
objective, and thereby heavily loaded capacity can be used by 
other traffic still in need of additional capacity. By controlling 
the use of heavily loaded two-link connections, the completion 
rate ~or calls between switches that have not been meeting their 
GaS I objective is improved, while possibly increasing the 
blocking rate Cor calls between pairs oC switches that are within 
their GaS; objective. Trunk groups in the reserved state are 
normally used only for direct traffic, but may be used for via 
routing when higher priority calls are placed under heavy 
network congestion. 

ALLOWED 
PATH 

SELECTION 
DEPTH 

HL 
VIA 

LL3 
VIA 

LL2 
VIA 

Ll1 
VIA 

RES. 
DIR. 

DIR. 

_ PATH SELECTION ALLOWED 
CALLS · IN-PROGRESS (CIP~) 

(NOTE : ASSUMES BL~CKING NN~ > .01 AND RES. VIA NOT ALLOWED) 

FIGURE 3. OPERATION OF RTNR PATH SELECTION 

.. 9.4 Achieving Dynamic Gla88-of-Service Network abjective8 

RTNR is used to implement a dynamic class-of-service network, 
and thereCore is used for voice services, 64 kbps data services, 
384 kbps and 1536 kbps wideband services, and other classes
of-service. The simplicity of RTNR operation and the lack of 
routing data administration make RTNR the method of choice 
Cor dynamic class-oC-service networks. Since RTNR maintains 
blocking rates, VTtra.n. estimates, and current calls-in-progress 
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counts GIP1 for each class-of-service, and controls the use of 
direct and two-link paths based on these measurements, it is 
able to meet different blocking objectives and load levels for 
different classes-of service. For example, classes-of-service with 
different transmission capabilities, e.g. voice and 384 kbps 
switched digital services, can have different blocking objectives, 
as can classes-of-service that require the same transmission 
capabilities, e.g. domestic voice and international voice services. 
In this way, RTNR maximizes the performance oC a dynamic 
class-of-service network in meeting blocking and call 
throughput objectives for all classes-of-service. 

~ 
os - ORIGINATING SWITCH 

TS • TERMlNATINO SWITCH 

VS • VIA SWITCH 

<> -TRAFFIC NETWORK 
SWITCHINO HOOf 

o . CD..aN CHANNel SlGHALINO 
NETWORK SWITCHINO NODE 

Step 1: Identify class-of-service and terminating switch 

Step 2: Determine routing pattern data & path sequence 

Step 3: Select path & establish call 

FIGURE 4. DYNAMIC CLASS-OF-SERVICE ROUTING 

We illustrate in Figure 4 the dynamic class-of-service routing 
strategy, which includes the following steps for call 
establishment: 

1. at the originating switch, the class-of-service and 
terminating switch TS" are identified 

2. the class-of-service and TS" information are used to select 
the corresponding routing pattern data, which includes 
path sequence selection , reservation levels, load state 
thresholds, and traffic measurements 

3. an appropriate path is selected through execution of path 
selection logic and possible exchange of network status bit 
maps, and the call is established on the selected path 

As illustrated in Figure 4, the various classes-of-service share 
bandwidth on the network links. For this purpose the dynamic 
class-of-service network is engineered to handle the combined 
Corecasted call loads for many classes-of-service. The network 
engineering process allots a certain number of direct virtual 
trunks between aSj and TS" to class-of-service i, which is 
referred to as VTeng1 . VTeng~ is the minimum guaranteed 
bandwidth for class-of-service i, but if class-of-service i is 
meeting its GaS; blocking objective, other classes-of-service are 
free to share the VTeng~ bandwidth allotted to class-of-service 
i. The quantities VTeng~ are chosen in the network engineering 
process such that their sum over all classes-of-service sharing 
the bandwidth of the direct link is equal to the total bandwidth 
on the link, as do the three VTeng~ segments illustrated in 
Figure 4. 

Switch aSj uses the quantities VTtra/", GIP1, NNi, and 
VTeng1 to dynamically allocate link bandwidth to classes-oC
service . Under normal non-blocking network conditions, all 
classes-of-service fully share all available capacity. Because of 
this , the network has the flexibility to carry a call overload 
between two switches for one class-of-service if the traffic load 
for other classes-of-service are sufficiently below their 
engineered levels. An extreme call overload between two 
switches for one class-of-service may cause calls for other 
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classes-of-service to be blocked, in which case trunks are 
reserved to ensure that each class-of-service gets the amount of 
bandwidth allotted by the network engineering process . This 
reservation during times of overload results in network 
performance that is analogous to having a number of trunks 
between the two switches dedicated for each class-of-service . 

Figure 2 illustrates the reservation of direct link bandwidth. 
When blocking occurs for class-of-service i, RTNR trunk 
reservation is enabled to prohibit alternate routed traffic and 
traffic from other classes-of-service from seizing direct link 
capacity designed for class-of-service i. Here the reserved direct 
virtual trunks for class-of-service i, Reng1, is given by 

Reng~ = min[R1, max(O, VTeng~ - CIP~)l 

& shown in Figure 2, when the originating switch detects that 
the current blocking level NN}. for calls for class-of-service i 
exceeds the GOS; objective, trunk reservation is triggered for 
direct traffic for class-of-service i, and the reserved bandwidth 
on the direct link for any class-of-service is at most VTeng~ -
CIP~ . 

& shown in Figure 3, sharing of bandwidth on the direct link is 
implemented by allowing calls for class-of-service i to always 
seize a virtual trunk on the direct link if the calls-in-progress 
CIP~ are below the level VTeng~. But if CIP~ is equal to or 
greater than VTeng1, then calls for class-of-service i can seize a 
virtual trunk on the direct link only when the idle bandwidth 
on the trunk group is greater than the bandwidth reserved by 
other classes-of-service that are not meeting their blocking 
objectives. That is, if 

CIP~ ~ VTeng~ 

and the idle link bandwidth ILBW" is greater than a reserved 
bandwidth threshold 

then we select a virtual trunk on the direct link. Here the total 
reserved bandwidth RBWeng" for N classes-of-service is the sum 
of the reserved direct bandwidth given by 

N 

RBWeng" = E Reng~ X r; .-1 
Hence traffic for other classes-of-service is restricted from 
seizing direct link capacity being reserved for class-of-service i 
to meet its VTeng~ engineered call load level. In this manner 
each class-of-service is assured a minimal level of network 
throughput determined by the network engineering process. 
When the number of calls-in-progress CIP~ exceeds VTeng~, the 
engineered capacity allotted for class-of-service i is used up, and 
calls can then be routed to unreserved direct link capacity or to 
available via paths, as shown in Figure 3. Finally, when CIP~ 
exceeds the VTtraf,., then reservation is no longer needed to 
meet the GOS; objective for class-of-service i, and virtual 
trunks are shared by all traffic, including alternate routed 
traffic . 

9.5 Achieving Self-Healing, Flexible Ingre88/Egre88, and 
Worldwide Dynamic Routing Objective8 

With the introduction of dynamic routing based on real-time 
network status, the network is more adaptive or robust in 
coping with traffic fluctuations and network failure situations . 
RTNR implements the concepts of facility diverse routing 
illustrated in Figure 5 and multiple ingress/egress routing 
illustrated in Figure 6. Facility diverse routing provides 
immediate access to all surviving capacity following a network 
facility failure, and RTNR achieves a maximally efficient facility 

diverse routing method. This is because with fixed routing node 
pairs such as A to D in Figure 5 can be isolated by a single 
facility cable cut, in the given example, while with RTNR all 
surviving capacity is immediately accessed, such as through 
nodes E and F . 

FIXED ROUTING 

~'--------J~I X ~\I....--) _S) 
A BeD 

RTNR 

FIGURE 5. FACILITY DIVERSE ROUTING 

Multiple ingress/egress routing also is incorporated in RTNR 
and as illustrated in Figure 6 allows international networks, toll 
switches, end-offices, or PBXs to be multiply-connected to more 
than one switch in the network in order to provide flexible 
access to all available connecting capacity, as well as robust 
routing diversity and protection from node failures, facility 
failures, or failures with the ingress/egress network . 

TERMINATING SWITCH· 1 

MULTIPLE END· TERMINAL 
CONNECTION 

MULTIPLE PBX CONNECTION _ 

RTNR NETWORK 

MULTIPLE FOREIGN COUNTRY 
CONNECTION 

FIGURE 6. MULTIPLE INGRESS/EGRESS ROUTING 

Traditionally, the traffic from a particular geographical area 
goes to a particular switching node nearest to it in order to 
carry the access and egress traffic. For example, in Figure 6, if 
all the traffic for location P enters and exits the network 
through switch A, then if switch A fails location P gets isolated. 
To protect against this location P is connected to more than 
one switch, A and B in Figure 6. RTNR path selection might 
first be tried to switch A to reach location P, but if that is 
unsuccessful for whatever reason, the call is returned to the 
originating switch with CCS crankback and RTNR path 
selection is tried to switch B to reach location P. In a similar 
manner, international flexible routing to other national 
networks is achieved with this mUltiple ingress/egress routing 
concept. If a call from the originating switch in Figure 6 cannot 
reach the UK through switch A, perhaps because all 
international trunks from switch A to the UK are busy, then 
the call is returned to the originating switch via CCS crankback 
for RTNR path selection to switch B and then to the UK. Full 
access to international capacity provides additional throughput 
flexibility and robustness to failure. 



RTNR also is attractive for the Worldwide Dynamic Network , 
in which a dynamic routing network is implemented among the 
countries of the world [1]. This is because, as pointed out in 
Reference [1], a global dynamic routing strategy should be 
simple, distributed in nature and not centralized, provide 
service flexibility for emerging services, have maximum 
flexibility in selecting transit paths through all possible via 
countries, and provide a robust response to failures and 
overloads. RTNR has promise in meeting all of these objectives 
in an efficient manner, and efforts to standardize the required 
CCS messages could be undertaken to achieve this direction . 

4. NETWORK MODEL AND SIMULATION RESULTS 

A call-by-call simulation model is used to measure the 
performance of the network under various routing strategies 
and routing conditions: DNlffi, DNlffi plus NEMOS, and 
RTNR. In addition , an extensive number of different scenarios 
are simulated to test threshold and parameter settings for the 
RTNR strategy. Extensive simulation is also made of the trunk 
reservation and congestion control strategies described in 
Section 3. Related analyses are given in Reference [ll]. 

A 103-node network model is used for the study. The model is 
simulated for a variety of traffic conditions to include average 
business day traffic, high-day traffic, Christmas day peak 
traffic, and network failure scenarios . Four network busy hours 
are used for the average business day and high-day studies : two 
morning busy hours , the afternoon busy hour, and the weekend 
busy hour (Sunday night ). Christ mas day loads are modeled by 
the busy morning hours. 

4.1 Reauita for High-Day Tra//ic Loada 

Table 4 illustrates the performance of RTNR for a high-day 
network load pattern . 

TABLE 4.NETWORK BLOCKING PERFORMANCE 
FOR HIGH-DAY TRAFFIC LOADS 

Hour of DNlffi DNlffi+ RTNR 
Day NEMOS 

(% blk .) (% blk .) (% blk .) 

9 to 10 AM 2.1 1.9 .0 
10 to II AM 2.4 2.2 .6 

2 to 3 PM 2.2 2.0 .2 
Sun. evening .1 .1 .0 

avg. 1.8 1.6 .2 
Node-pair max. 22.2 9.4 

99% highest 8.8 2.5 
90% highest 2.5 .3 

In Table 4, the average business day loads for the 103-node 
DNlffi network are inflated uniformly by 30 percent to 
approximate high day traffic conditions (no blocking is observed 
for either routing method under the normal average business 
day loads). The top of Table 4 gives the average blocking for 
each hour, which correspond to the morning, afternoon, and 
weekend busy periods. Given at the bottom of Table 4 is the 
average call blocking over the four periods, then the average call 
blocking over the four periods for the node pair with the highest 
average blocking, the node pair which had the 99th percentile 
highest average blocking, and the node pair which had the 90th 
percentile highest average blocking. The results show that 
network performance is consistently better for RTNR. An 
explanation for the improved performance of RTNR is that 
RTNR has network-wide, nearly instantaneous response to 
congestion and through trunk status information accesses the 
least congested parts of the network. 
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4.2 Reauita for Peak Day Tra//ic Loada 

Table 5 gives the simulation results for Christmas day traffic . 

TABLE 5. NETWORK BLOCKING PERFORMANCE 
FOR PEAK DAY TRAFFIC LOADS 

Hour of DNlffi DNlffi+ RTNR 
Day NEMOS 

(% blk.) (% blk.) (% blk.) 
10 6.4 6.2 5.0 
II 10.8 10.6 8.7 
12 13.8 13.6 11.7 

avg. 10.5 10.3 8.6 
Node-pair max. 83 .8 76.7 

99% highest 57.2 49.0 
90% highest 24.0 17.3 

On Christmas day, the network is very heavily congested and 
network capacity is used to nearly its maximum extent with 
DNlffi/NEMOS . However, the RTNR strategy is still able to 
make a noticeable improvement in network performance for the 
same reasons cited above. 

4.9 Reauita for Network Failure 

Figures 7 and 8 give simulation results for an actual cable cut in 
Sayreville, New Jersey, a cut of approximately 33,000 trunks. 
The results clearly demonstrate that RTNR not only 
significantly improves network throughput (Figure 7) but also is 
much better in preventing node pair traffic isolation (Figure 8). 
Call attempts also are greatly reduced which means that 
customers require many fewer attempts to get through . This 
self-healing property is very valuable for network reliability. 
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4.4 Re3uit3 for Dynamic Cla33-of-Ser'IJice Network3 

A network that transports 64 kbps and 384 kbps circuit 
switched digital services is simulated for both the RTNR and 
DNHR methods, for uniform overload factors of 1.25, 1.5, and 
1.75. Figure 9 shows the blocking performance in which RTNR 
performs uniformly better than DNHR for both 64 kbps and 384 
kbps services. Note that a 384 kbps call requires six time slots, 
and therefore has a higher blocking rate than a 64 kbps call 
during network congestion situations . 
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FIGURE U. NETWORK BLOCKING FOR 64 KBPS 
AND 384 KBPS SERVICES 

5. SUMMARY ~ CONCLUSION 

We have presented a new dynamic routing strategy for dynamic 
class-of-service networks, and the results of a number of 
analysis and simulation studies. RTNR implements a service
based dynamic class-of-service routing feature for extending 
dynamic routing to emerging services, and provides a self
healing network capability to ensure a network-wide path 
selection and immediate adaptation to failure. A call-by-call 
simulation model is used to measure the performance of the 
network for RTNR in comparison to DNHR, under a variety of 
network conditions including average business day traffic, 
high-day traffic, Christmas day traffic, and network failure 
scenarios. We find that RTNR a) improves network 
performance by lowering blocking and call set up delay, b) 
simplifies the operations environment and lowers operations 
cost, c) simplifies routing data structures and their 
administration, d) allows sharing of voice and data network 
capacity in the deployment of ISDN, and e) provides a possible 
flexible routing direction for the Worldwide Dynamic Network. 
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